
The Right Tools For Faster O.R. Turnaround
At Invenio, we’ve re-imagined how protection, efficiency and speed can be achieved when turning an Operating Room from one 

procedure to the next. Our Clean Operating Room Environment (CORE) Room Turnaround Kits include components specifically 

designed to minimize cross-contamination risks, increase ease of use and allow your transition team to easily drive down  

turnaround times. Whatever the procedure, each kit is easily customized to your specific needs.

PROTECTION
Our products provide the ultimate in protection for staff, equipment, and patients. 
From our super-absorbent impervious table covers, featuring HydraGuard®  
technology to our innovative no-stitch seams and low-linting linens and mops,  
we are helping to ensure each turnaround meets your clinical needs.

EFFICIENCY
Invenio’s CORE system helps make already efficient room turnaround 
processes even more efficient with easily organized ‘go-to’ products 
designed for effective performance.

SPEED
Each kit is packaged and designed to increase efficiency and decrease time 
needed to complete a room turnaround. Components are specifically folded 
and stacked to facilitate ease of use.

Better System. Better Revenue.
We’ve built our system around the three critical components that drive success in room turnaround 
processes, helping you facilitate more procedures and drive better revenue through O.R. utilization. 
Our customized kits enable transition teams to turn and prepare the room for every procedure with 
maximum efficiency while providing the highest level of protection for equipment, patients, and staff, 
all customized to meet the unique needs of your facility and applications.
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Custom Ordering & Information
CORE Room Turnaround Kits can be quickly and easily customized specifically for your 
facility and procedures. Contact one of our CORE specialists to help build your kit.

+1 678-866-0541
inveniohealthcare.com/corertk
CORERTK@inveniohealthcare.com

LINENS
 § HydraGuard® Ultra-Absorbent Impervious Table Covers

 § Patient Lift Sheets

 § Impervious Armboard Covers

 § Impervious Head Rest Covers

 § Impervious Pillow Covers

Custom Components 

BAGS
 § Kick Bucket Bags

 § Linen Bags

 § Hazardous Waste Bags

 § Trash Bags

MOP HEAD COVERS
 § Micro-Fiber Mop Heads

 § String Mop Heads

Super-Absorbent Table Covers Stitchless Sonic Bonding
Each CORE Room Turnaround Kit includes Invenio’s HydraGuard® 

Ultra-Absorbent Table Cover, which utilizes a unique fabric construction 

designed to wick fluids quickly away from patients, trap them in an 

absorbent mid-section and prevent strike-through to tables and  

equipment with an impervious bottom moisture shell that protects 

patients, staff and equipment.

Invenio is the first to incorporate sonic bonding into Turnaround Kit 

linens, maximizing patient, staff, and equipment protection by creating 

a truly impermeable seam, eliminating holes caused by stitching which 

can provide a pathway for microbial contamination.

Sonic Bonding seals materials without 
allowing moisture penetration

Top Layer for Comfort and Wicking

Super-Absorbent Middle Layer

Impervious Bottom Layer

 


